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7th ANNUAL QUAY COUNTY FAIR,
Tucumcari, October 5th and 6th.
NOTICE TO TEACHERS.

HAPPENINGS IN CITY

To the teachers of the San Jon

district of Quay County Teachers
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LOOK !! Look!!!

LOOK!

FIVE PERCENT CASH DISCOUNT ON ALL SPOT CASH
SALES AMOUNTING TO ONE
PAY
DOLLAR OR MORE.
CASH AND SAVE MONEY.

YOU ARE INVITED
To consider your obligations to
Jesus Christ. WHEREIN He
says, " Go ye therefore and teach
all Nations," Also the obligation
to be kind " unto all men," Join
in the organized movement of
helpfulness and kindness.
You can do this by making contribution to missions, etc. The
assessment for this
Pastoral
Charge, this year i3 167.00. The
Charge is made up of eleyen
Churches; this means $15.00 to
each Church. Will you help us
do what is considered our part?
On the foil wing dates I will
take up my part of this Offering
of, Kindness;
San" Jon, Sunday,
llA, M., Sept. 19, Center, Sun
day', 11 A. M., Sept. 26, Tipton,
Sunday 3 P. M. Oct. 3.

Association, you having elected
me chairman of said district, I
wish now, at this late date, to
A much needed rain of .00 of
Mrs. W. W. Bennett is ttill thank you for the honor you have
bestowed upon me. Though hav
an inch fell Thursday afternoon qu te poorly.
ing rstired from ths work. I still
end night.
so percent Discount on
haye an inteiest ta the schojl
Oxfords at McDaniels.
Sax! Will you be there?
work, and shall endeavor to help
3t
Where? At the Quay County
you make this the belt year of
Fair.
J. G. Ellis and J. T. White and our work. ' It s .required of yoo
T. W. Atkins and R. C. Mun- - family were entertained at Sunday to attend at leant two of these
dell ware building a windmill tow dinner at the A. H. Jewell home. meetings and I hope that every
teacher in this district will not
FRAYER
MEETING.
tr fcr J. A. Atkins, Monday.
fall
short of his or her duty. Fur
Every Tuesday 2 P. M. Baptist
I have in stock the Old Reliable Church. All ladies are invited
to ther we expect to have a report to
Also
"'Deftrinr'' row binder.
show who attends and who does
attend.
binder twioe.
not.
Please try to come parly at
Bruce Carmack, one of our old
CaJl and get prices.
and make a full day,
each
meeting:
Sfttlers came in Monday evening,
R. C. Mundell. from
is not a day.
two
hour
or
an
Crosbyton, Texas, for a vison your school
Teachers
insist
Yrurs Very Truly,
Fied White and B. S. Apple of it with friends and acquaintance. board
outand
meetings
attending
Edward W. Morton, Pastor
Tucumcari, passed through Sau
Dan Sirr.iugton returned from not call it our meeting but make
White
Mr.
Wednesday.
Jon,
Mineola, Kansas, Friday, where it (heirs as well.
was summoning jurors for the he
hs been at work for severa It will help me if each of you REPRESENTATIVE SWAN
October term of court.
DIES SUDDENLY.
mortis.
will drop-ma card, telling me
Sale.
Bull
For
Hereford
and where
The 7th tunual Quay County when you began school
Representative
Henry Swan.
teach.
One yearling thorougb-bieAny teacher, director, better known as "Judge Swan"
Fair will be held at iucumcari, you
or patron who has any subject you died
Hereford Bull for sale.
very suddenly Tuesday afterTuesday and Wednesday, October
White.
descussed noon about
T.
would like to have
J.
5th and 6t!j 1915.
Make your
2:30 o'clock in Dr.
please let me know of it or hand it Fergussons office, where he had
Clarence Bitson of Endee ship- plans to be there.
to Prof. J. A. Atkins who, I am gone for an examination and conped two car load of cattle from
I have a Good line of
the privilage, to say, will sultation with the Dr.
to
the
laking
this placs Saturday night
He had
it is banded in.
see
that
Mr.
Batson
Kansas City market.
left
home
about
I
1:30, gone down
am closing
Paints,
This district I believe includes-al- town to Judge
Lcccmpacied the shipment.
McElroys office
out
of Quay County south of the where he had filed
cost,
FOR SALE
some legal
'
Canadian and east- of the Bad
One span 800 pound mare mules San Ion ,
then
went on the street
papers,
.; ,; IVue Store
". for, sale at 150. nine- - miles' south
Lands- - 1 can not now sayvwbwa $5tr reached the door?
leading inLmdft Jennie' Jenkins returned or where the first
of Bard.
meeting will be to the second room of Dr. FerFriday night from Harrison, Ar but will try to arrange for the gussons office where the attack
J. I). Hendrix.
wnere he 'has been the most convenient time.
Cameron, N. Mex. kansas,
came on, he catching both sides
past several months. He was ac Wishing yon-al- l
successful
of the door frame for suport, callyour
Mrs. W. W. Clawson of Thayer companiedby bis brother Joe E. work and trusting the
ing to the Dr. two or three times,
t
.1
Kansas, came in Friday evening
ana iney
over- a
nptnt
jenKins
on
cent
receive
eyery
ioo
per
but fell to the floor dead before
may
tor a visit v.itn her parents, Mr. month visiting in' Texas' on the
I the Dr. could reach him.
receive
dollar
from
them,
you
and Mrs'. J. H. Kennedy, her sisway out iicre.
rersaiu, yours as D 4.
Mr. Swan camt tc Tucumcari
ter Miss Clara, and her son Paul,
Ira
Stemple.
some 5 or 6 years ago and engrg-ed-iwho has been here for several
;
the practice of law, wnere
months.
STEAM 1II5A.T A1'D BATH
he has- built up a good practice,
I have bought the D. H. Jor.es
TIPTON NOTES
CLEAN COMFORTABLE PLACE
and made many warm friends.
COME arm SEE US.
StaUion,
Registered Percheron
Bertie Riley came down,' from He has been one of the
prominent
which I am standing at my place Kates 50 Ss 7.i cts. PacJS by wee!: or the piaio3 Monday.
Democrats of the county since
month
in San Jon. Fee j!io. to insure
School one red the 13th iuiU with coming here, and was honored
by
J. D. LovBla.iy.
Prop Mis3 Wiluius. as teacher.
will
be
to
taken
Car
colt.
living
'
bis party in the last county electMex.
Tucumcari,
prevent accidents but will not be
ion by being elected as one of. the
, B. Ogleby passed Tipton one
responsible should any occur.
READERS PLEASE NOTICE day last week, on his way to Tu- - Representatives from Quay Co.
J. A. Atkins.
to the State Legislature,
which
Subscribe for your home paper cumcaii from Allen,
he
filled
with
and!
position
credit
first, then s.;Ucribe for the E!
The government land inspector
$T.
to
his!
the
entire
satisfaction
of
Paso Morning Tbr.es, ths enly was in this
part last week, looking
paper' printing tun Full Associated over some land where' there were constituency.
We extend to the bereaved wife!
Press news evry day ia the year
Notary Publk
applications made to have the acreand relatives our sympathy in
betwren San Antonio, Teiu-s- and
age put down for cultivation.
this their affliction.
San Jon, Los Anjeies Califoroia.
."sENTKIEr.
a
was
Mr.
business
caller
Jewel!
The
Times
Paso
El
13
the largest
New 'Mex.
GRADY LOCALS.
and best daily in tte southwest be- at the home of Ira Stemple last
R.
E.
reMoss
friend
has
Our
The typest made an error in the
tween the two ahove named cities, week and Mr. Stemple went over
linquished all his right, title, in- and is always the earliest paper to the Pleasant Valley cemetary locals reported last week in that
terest, and claim, to ' his filing with the latest news. It has more to help set up a cnonumeat be pur- he made, them ;ead; "The Methodist meeting closed Fridav with
northeast of Sau fon, and on Suncomplete market reports sport news chased of Mr. Jewel.
train
the
took
at
two
additions." It should have
day rooming
and social news, than any other
Dr. Durham and wife were call- read
for
ten additions instead. '
Duncan,
Oklahoma) paper in the southwest and has an
Baid,
G.
L.
Coffman
ers
home
at
the
where he expects to take charge of eight-pagA good rain would be graciouscomic, magazine and
" '
Sunday.
bis fathers stock for a number cf
received by the people in this
ly
Pink ''Sheet Sporting Sections in
Damon Johusou in now abla to section.'"- It would do
years. Mrs. Loviu'a-- Gates of
grain much
every Sundays ''paper,'
Granite Okkho riia, mother of Jim If
around without the aid of his good.
want an Ei Paso daily and get
you
Gates filed an the land relinquishcrutches.
' Two shows
one that is true to the motto it has
within a week has
Mr.
and
returned
to adopted of "First Nov First Aled by'
Moss,
Amoi Stcuiple, who has been been the record for Grady.
Oklahoma, Sunday, morning to ways" subscribe for the
Elpaso visiting his uncles for some time,
People continue to come this
make preperaiions to move out
went to San Jon, Saturday, to way. Prairie schooners can be
Morning Times.
here in tiie soring.
tike-taseen almost every day.
waia to Tucumcari.
Bring your contest work
The twelve year old son of Mr.
Tom Headrix end wife were
$100 Reward, $100 ,
to this office,
v
TS readers of this papar will b
Mrs. Keesee died on the 8th
and
San
Cillers
Satur
in
Jon,
taasiuesa
teleaaed to loarn that there ia at least ono
dreaded disease that science has been
A. M. and was buried the
at
9
day.,"
abU to cure In all its stages, and that t
SALE BROS. STUDIO
Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure is the only
same
day, the Methodist pastor
the medical
pcsitlva cure now known atoconstitutional
Hecdriic aad Pryor have theie
fraternity. Catarrha being
Best
studio
conducting the funeral. The beequipped
fa this pnrt
constitutional treatdisease, requires
null set up at Mr. Fry reaved
ment Half's Catarrh Cure is taken in- of the
stfgkum
family has the sympathy of
Southwest.
Kodak finish er's well &zd are now ma
ternally, acting directly upon the blood
'"
king. sor all their friends.
and mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying' the foundation of the dising a speciality.
Mail us your
ghum.
ease, aad giving the patient strength, by
building up the constitution and assisting films.
Prompt service. E&srrn
q.'e. d.:
nature In doing Its work. The proprietors
and G L. Coffman
have so much faith In its curatlv powGuy
Stemple
Prices.
ers that they offer One Hundred Dollar
Some prospectors were looking
eich bave adobes made to put
for any case that it falls to cure. Send
for list of testimonials.
.
over
Tucumcari,
the Cates property one day
New
O.
Mexico them up a hen house
ftAddrass: P. J. CHENS? ft CO., Tolndo.
Sold by all PruBSlats. 75o,
last
wefk,
Tata Jjll'u Faoilly Pills for cuMtlpUoa,

AND VALLEY.

I

We Need the CASH.
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BE SYSTEMATIC.
the

man who does

through his

his business

recognized as a svstamatic

Bank,

-

all

nessman

AND ONE WHOSE

CHANCES

busi-

SUCCESS ARE

FOR

:

EXCELENT.

The

e

MAN WHO DOES NOT USE

A.

HANK

IS

NOT.

MAKING.

THE MOST OF HIS OPPORTUNITIES.

A CORDIAL

"

WELCOME AWAITS YOU AT THIS BANK.

First National Bank
OF TUCUMCARI.

l

Capital and Surpluss

at

$60,000.00

-

CAM

-

tax-paye-

iyw

1

T

-

n

Eb3t HOTBb

-

I I

iriRnn va nrv

BUILDING PAPER
500 ft White Fiber Sheathing
"
500 ft Red Rosin

J1.00

...

Square Blue plaster board paper
l " .vPly Cirtainteed Roofing.
1

2

1

i

:

!

Sesse

Car Lumi Coal.

J.

j

i

.

Per Ton

75

.$1.25
..., .$2.75
$2.50

"Atthr

Yard,

Lumber Company.

THE
SAN JON- -

.

..."

$5.50

D. Griffiths

White.

:

1

Tofosite Company

e

:

-

e

;
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OFFERS A SPLENDID OPPORTUNITY tOR
INVESTMENT.
"

SAN JON, the Most Beautifully Located Town, and fn the
Finest Valley in Eastern Quay County, New Mexico, is Lo.

cated About the Center of the Valley, and is the principal
trading point of the valley.
Write for prices, terms and
:
descriptive literature to

HERMAN QERHARDT, mgr., Tucut.ical,
1. T.

WHITE, LocaL Agt., San Jon N. M;

JJr.

M,

IAN

tJ

TOM. MRU

KILL ENEMY OF

v

t

-

a

plprs mid trap Bin! myn(ori(iii spill- WANTED TO SEE THE FINISH
on
fen lilclilrri licneuth paint ml wall
TO
apiT mqulrrd a tlirenteiilHK look. Small Girl Did Not Consider That the
ml (lift nlmorvor i riulil tint lull Mill).
End of th Proceedings Had
DUTY OP ALL IS TO DO AWAY
dr-what might happen If thry hoiilil
Been Reached.
WITH THE FLY.
Writer Calls a Halt on the Verier on re take poHHosnion of the premises
on their own account.
The nhort Interval that elapsed beable Joke.
Examination by the manter sur- tween the visit of the little girl to a
At a Disseminator of Olaeaia It t
geon, with Mr. Smith trailing at his commencement exercise and attenheels, revealed no Berlous lesions nor dance at an old fashioned camp-meet- .
Recognized That This Ptst Can
"Skilled Scientist" Is New Appellation fractures. A temporary restoration of
In No Way Find an
Ing may expluin a remark that she
Given Him, and It May Be That
circulation showed no flaw in the miulrt at the rtliulous event. She wen
Equal.
He Will Be Held Deservmain arteries. Mr. Smith in despair there with her grandmother, and, very
one or two of tho emer much Interested in everything that oc
mentioned
of
t
fhlldri-nIt.
th
ing
by
(Prpprt
ttilta
or Buru,
n.Hira
Llbnr.t
gency measures of the night before, curred, asked numerous questions
No one likes to have a sincln ft
Time to call a halt on the vener- the minor adjustments of taps and which her grandparent attempted to
and, much less, a swarm of them buzz.
"Fill answer to the best of her ability.
able
Joke about the plumber. He is a valves. The surgeon smiled.
Ing about him. or
on his fnnrt
ud the cisterns and wait." he said.
"Who Is that woman up there and
skilled
as
scientist,
Is
Just
Put in addition to beinsr
the surnulianna
geon a trained and highly intelligent Tho Dines bcean to throb. The wa what is she doing?" asked the llttfa
the fly Is also a real source of
ter rose to the customary level. When girl, referring to a woman who was on
owing to the fact that he may carry artist The only difference is that the
top of the reservoir filled and her knees In the ' amen corner."
one
ministers
to
a
the germs of disease from the sick to
body diseased or
the noise was reduced to the mini"I don't know who she Is, but she's
(he- Well. . Tvnhnlit
funs
I.a nuunu 10 smashed up in some of its essential mum, there it was Benin.
-j
v.
going to get religion," was the reply.
be distributed in this way, and it is parts, and the other ministers to the
There in the bedroom "Drip, drip,"
Some time elapsed and the woman
nt
believed that other forms of illness, larger organism in
whirl,
su
Ul
Qrrnl.n
it came again.
on her knees.
remained
humans
make
1.
their
haoiin
hnma
Finally, the
are
Including diarrhea,
also
flaw was found at last. It was grandmother of the little girl became
The
diseases
so
far
at
least as they have
about on the hairy feet and legs of the
in the waste or overflow pipe of that tired of the service and announced
to do with the
circulatory and other
ordinary house or "typhoid" fly.
reservoir. For the seventeenth that it was time to leave.
Un tllla account, it Is eanerlnllv tha important systems upon which the top
time
the weary Mr. Smith climbed
health
of
"Oh, lot's not go yet," exclaimed her
the
whole depends.
baby who needs to be protected from
For instance: the other day some- to the top of his house. There was grandchild. "Let's wait and see 'em
flies. Awake or asleep, he needs it.
a short spout, perhaps six feet long, give it to her." Louisville Times.
His milk should be kent out of thei thing went wrong with Smlth'a hmiaa
that made the whole trouble. Boston
in its most vital

BABY

-

JUSTICE

PLUMBER

11

r

National Museum Gets Copy of Old Mosaic Man
one of the oldest mam
rr Aai:;wuTUN.
r in tha
cently been Installed on the second floor of
,HW

National museum.

dons m?)

.
w, u, .1 auisamu utts
rt3
the new building of the

It is a reduced reproductipn in colora of a mosaic map of
raiesnne and part of Egypt, which has
oeen presented to the museum by 8.

w. woodward of Washington.
me original mosaic formed the
floor of an old church in Medeba. a
town In the former territory of Moab,
situated almost directly east of Beth
lehem. The mosaic Itself, dating from
the sixth century A. D., was discovered
in 188$, when the site of the old church
was being cleared for the erection of a
new church buildiner.
Unfortunately the mosaic floor was
TTl Urn noma trail Kir ,
wu.nuieu tDerore 11 was saved by the scientists,
wT- part of the map saved from destruction extends from Nablus, the Bib-wm awunn, m me norm, 10 tne wile
delta of Egypt in the south
Unlike modern maps, the Medeba map is orientated
not toward the north,
but toward the east.
Cities and towns are represented by buildings,
sometimes surrounded by
Till I m traoa
Th Tmul
as a comparatively broad stream, which
n"n
7i
;7iT.
xaiis into tne Dead sea, and the latter ia aeitated hv
riirrpnta ronroaQnta1 k
thick black streaks. The banks of the Jordan are
connected by two bridges.
vUC ou.ioo Vi mo ueaa sea two vessels are
depicted.
The mountains are desienateri in nrtmi.
.. .
w
uiiu vu j.ju.,'
....,,
luuitaw iaeir several

I

lia-htl-n

dmr

1

1

S

parts. The kitchen
boiler cracked, to be definite. The Herald.
Touch
"A cozy picture, eh? A man lolling:
symptoms could be Interpreted by
.
Made a Difference,
In an easy chair and his beautiful
anybody, and clearly a major opera-tio- n
At a dinner party the other evening, wife leaning over him to
was immediately necessary. The
light his
skilled surgeon was summoned. It reference having been made to the cigar."
was decided that the house ahnniH good old days In the little brick school- "You haven't seen the companion
nave a new heart. Also after consul- house, this story was recalled by picture to It. have you?"
tation and mature consideration it James L. Rice, coach of the Columbia
"Why, no."
-was determined that certain minor college crew:
&
"It's the same man savagely chew- defects of the circulatory system, as
The teacher in a public school was Ing the end of his clear and writing
leaking taps and insufficient valves, giving a demonstration in mental arith- a check." Kansas City Star.
- "
should be patched up and put on the metic, and after speaking, at 6ome
".C8t OI me unnsuan Common house fly is in horse mn
mi0in, lioQ
In a pile of a thousand Dounda thera Job again. The cisterns no longer length she turned to a bright-faceboy
Extravagance.
at the head of the class. .
may be half a million maeenta pboHv suouiu murmur.
"Well, my dear," said the head of
Alas! The following night Smith
"Now, then, Willie," said she, "do the family Jubilantly, "I closed the
Uncle Sam Is Trying to Make News Print
to hatch, unless
are
in
Paper the larval stage,theyas thedestroyed
P??fl nra was awakened by the steady drip you think that you can answer me a deal for the new house today. I had
ping or water close by the side of question in mental arithmetic?"
the title searched and found it perfectf NCLE SAM is trying to make newspapers. That statement is literal!. called.
"Yes, ma'am," was the confident
Various substances have been an. his couch. The candle which was
ly clear. It cost me a hundred dollars!
7 18 tryinS-- nt
to Print them, mind you-- but
of the beaming youngster.
for the search, but "
to make Bested for use upon horse manure in hurriedly procured Bhowed that upon
rnPTTI.
Tfl ha mnA nn1lnlt V - - a :.
the ceiling there was a circular
"Well, then," resumed the teacher,
"Now lxn't that a perfect shame!"
- the flv mgnt
patch
iZ7yn . a r 1WUilGUU, IB' Itf UC ID"yms 10 aevlse a v&y t0 mak e papei order tothesedestroy
o ra
of wetness rapidly gaining in size.
how old would a person be who was interrupted his better half. "All
Iron
are
Among
antnhnta
bam.
that
sued within a few months stating the
ene, chloride of lime, hellebore and Quizzical investigations showed that born in 1S76?"
money wasted for nothing."
results of extensive tests, extending (THIS LOOKS
"That depends," quickly rejoined lit
oorax. borne of these are tnn omon. all seemed to be In order. Tha em- over three years, and Including forty
Willie. "Was the Derson a man
tie
feive for continued use, and
to
walls
applied
and
floors
detected
some, such
A Difference.
different kinds of wood, looking to the
as borax, when used in too large quan- no gaspings or gurglings. The reser- or a woman?" Philadelphia Tele
manufacture from a new source of
Angelina And so you love me with
voirs
seemed to maintain their cor- graph.
tities, may be injurious to the crops
all your heart? Would you die for
paper that will do on which to print
Upon which the manure so treated is rect levels. The telephone emergency
me?
newspapers.
call got from the nearest plumber,
used.
A Change of Luck.
Edwin No, dear.
Uncle Sam's chief ambition is to
after
a
half
The
hour
.
United
of
Hicks
How
wild
States
rather
do you happen to be
of
work,
department
Issue not a "red paper," a "blue paYou wouldn't die for me?
Angelina
merely the advice "Tap on the sup- going fishing on Friday? I thoueht
agriculture has recently recnmmanrtPii
Edwin No: mine 1b an undvlne af
per, or any other colored "scrap of
ply
a
with
hammer." That was you believed Friday was an unlucky fection.
pipe
powdered hellebore as a cheap, safe
paper" but bona fide white paper.
and effective substance for the treat- not entirely satisfactory, and another day?
The rub with all the paper made so
ment of manure. "One-hal- f
plumoer was summoned. He measWicks Well, I always have, but it
rar is that it is not white but gray. Now, this gray
Coudn't Do It.
paper, made from the powdered hellebore mixed with ten ured, calculated and listened.
to me this morning that perHe
occurred
"I want you," said the fair society
UD,ut.a0, luugBpoie pine, rea nr, ana otner substitutes for the spruce gallons of water is sufficient to
kill the finally diagnosed thus: "Mint ha the haps It would be unlucky for the leader, "to give me a nlain nninlon
ground wood as now used, is durable and excellent paper in every way. The
larvae in eight bushels, or ten cubic supply pipe Just before it enters the fish!
about my latest photograph."
1
re Uncle Sam confronted the first problem feet of
manure. In most places helle-- top or the reservoir."
t h
iMadam, said the gallant cavalier.
avavvi puoiianer circulation, hu ran amuck of the much-di- s
And all hands went over to the
oore is obtainable in
lots at
cussed "psychology of the newspaper reader."
Beautiful Neutrality.
bowing, "to speak in Dlaln terms of
a
11
cost
off
turned
of
the supply in the
cents a pound. This makes house,
The Venus of Milo explained.
For hewsoaDer
.
,. . .
editnra tolrf Mm thaf
that portrait would be impossible!"
v"For uBver wouia ao ior print- the cost of
i
cellar, drained the cisterns and sought
"An endeavor to be neutral," she
ers will not buy papers printed on than seven-tenth- s the treatment a little less peace and
of a cent per bushel
sleep once more.
said; "arms are munitions of war."
What is worth doins: at all U wnrth
"" simon-pur- e
wnite paper. The more snowlika of manure. A liberal
Z
In the morning the plumber made
estimate of the
me ZZ
paper tne greater the reloirinr nf tha
well, unless you are going to
doing
output of manure is two bushels a dav his official call. A brief examination
The trouble about looking up to oth- make a fool of
dfd not 80 obout tne,r
rk n
yourself.
academic per horse."
convinced
him
nrf ? fVerenLeXperts.
that his colleague's er people Is that It encourages them
e
paper wnicn they believed would stand the
Z 7C
of
After
the
diagnosis
summer
the
before
has
had
the
to
night
been
look
advanced,
down
on
us.
Time is money, yet lots of people
n,ilnigreaAPre8SeJ0f the modern npapers they "tried it on the effort must
Serious measurea haw
to keen each Indl. correct.
with plenty of time on their hands
fdftlonf of HK,they had NeW York and St- - Louis Publishers print regular vldual homebeasmade
he
to
necessary,
free from the pest as
began
All men are born
pull up floors
papers on the government production. In
and some will strike you for a loan.
can be done with screens, fly papers, and remove baseboards. Thus there never get over it. Ignorant
the substitutes met the test, until they reached
the eye of
were laid bare the secrets of the an.
traps and swatters.
manager. These came the objection to the color
All things come to hlra who
waits,
atomy of the house. All the hidden
must
be
eov.
kent
Garbage
pails
Art at best turns out a Door coun but he is
8Uccessful.
be
of greatest benefit, it is stated in
wl
Pwe?t8f.
generally dead by the time
fh
were
no
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refuse
Wires
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should
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Minneapolis
Those cities,
expected, soon will feel the pinch of greatly "ncreaJed cost' be allowed to accumulate about the
of print paper. Timber men state that
to provide breedine and
already the end of the spruce forest premises,
m tnose great states is in sieht. Th
.
A
w a suosutute ror the feeding places. As in moat other
apruce ground wood.
things, prevention is far better than
cure; the time for preventive meas .
's
f
ures to be most effective is in April
-Many Secret Service Men Needed in
N.
May, when the fly cron Is small
Washington anaThere
are a great many kinds of fly
1
e
traps on the market. Such traps can
I I
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ce of
yu be Ca"ed 0n t0 lncrease th
De made at home with little trouble
--tf. .
TI
L
thsposal of the government. This means not alone to
4-T-- tt
and the department of sericulture
,
--a.
.44- secret service of the treasury
3L
department, but also tte department oi Justice
Washington, will send directions upon
xorce. bmce the European war
began
this government has found itself much request not only for traps, but for
1
methods of destroying the eggs be
I
I
II C UAC
because
hampered
of the need of more fore they hatch
m.a
into files. fA home
yj.
competent secret agents. Cranks,
"Ch SECRET
made fly trap for 20 cents, and Bulle
and others whose activities are spies
wcrvviwe
tin Z4j.)
have caused no end of trouble, and the small secret agent force
Fly Poison.
has been unable to cover all the
11
House flies are more than nul
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ground.
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they
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up the capitol, the guards have been
po screens in the house, try these sim
at
increased
all office building
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pie methods for getting rid of them :
ment building the force of uniformed
No'one In the bedroom put a sponge in a sau
cer and
without a pass Is allowed to enter the
it with oil of laven
building after office hours The object der. If saturate
01 this is to guard o nif tha !,
this is tune two nr thraa feet
i.
". ."o lucii vi vaiuame papers.
8eCreU uhaTe di8aPPearei from time to time
the table one may eat in peace
and It is hinted that at)ove
ha nY
i
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s
the meal. Pots of rose
ifivi
i i
tnroughout
a,b8tr,aCted thrUSh the efforts of
of foreign
safeguarding of the public buildings does not of cZZl ' geranium, or the branches bruised and
meet the needs as to
up, are also said to be good for
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6
ut "
the situation is wor nung
r
1 1
rying high officials.
nies. A honey pot of death and de
1
struction
to
them
be
made
with
may
!.llUlPected
..Germany has a number of under- - xwo ounces
ground black nenner
11
otner European four ounces of
countries also have SDies here.
of white sugar and half
The passport frauds and the
a pint of sweet milk. Cook the things
. .
supposed efforts to tranamif mint.
mation bv wirelenn h
togetner for a minute or so, and then
ment agents. However, it is "also
'the" eVrt
nil small plates with the mixtures
80me f
alfo Quired keeping edibles closely envereil
ther aCUTltlea 0t the
cMnr
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Sweep up the dead flies twice a day
ana burn them.
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reach, and his bed or his sleenin
should be carefully screened
against them. If it Is not nnanihia
have the whole house and the porch
screened.
The flies that eet Into tha hmiaa In
spite of screens should be tranced.
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National Capital Proves an Ideal Summer
Resort
NEW

YORK having uttered loud boasts

Salt Fish Sauiaae.
Soak one pound of salt cod over
night, cook and free from hones cut
rt fine and mix with equal amount of
masned potatoes: add Dlnch of mua
tard, pepper to taste and one eee well
beaten. Mix well and form into large
sausage witn floured hands; have hot
Dacon rat in frying Dan one inch deen .
roil until nicely browned. Heat one
can peas In their liquor, drain and fill
center of platter, nlaclne sauaaca
arouna tne edge. This make, an an.
petlzing surprise for any man's table,
eitner rich or poor.

the
cities of the East, it becomes necessaly for Waahinl
duce the official records proving the national
capUJ enJy8 that
and has New York and other bi
towns backed up Into a corner and
yelling for ice water.
Washington has more hours of
sunshine, more cooling breezes, and
less cloudiness that any city hereabouts,
The records demonstrate that its
weather is more nearly Ideal than that
of any large city in the New England,
southern or Atlantic coast states.
The temperature here is moderFruit Trifle.
For a quick dessert trv heatin nna.
ate, New York Dress aeenta to tha
contrary notwithstanding. Day in and day out a fellow can keep as cool In half cupful of cream until thick, than
row
one pint of canned
this city as in any big town this side of the
peaches,
Mississippi, The capital's sun- whichin
shine record is near par, and gloom and cloudiness are
have been drained. Sweeten to
visitors
infrequent
serve
80 say the records.
taste,
very cold. Other fruit
may be used.
Nothing Is lacking within the boundaries of the District,
salt
except
water, to make thto an Ideal summer resort. And at its very door
Washington has Chesapeake Beach, Colonial Beseh, and
For the Mattress,
other resorts admirably
If the wire mattress becomes
equipped to provide this want.
,
rusty,
try rubbing it with paraffin; then e:y
mere preB" asmt' dream' The ""ertions
1"
en actual facto n0t.a
and figures furnished by tha United States weather bureau! thoroughly and give both sides a
coat of black lacquer.
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DRIVING

ad en Parma Have

Best Helpers of
It
Farmer and Orchardist.
(By

Robin

farming simply means good
farming. There is no place In the
United States where crops are not
reduced to some extent every year on
account of an insufficient supply of
water. The principal things then in
jlry farming are water conservation,
the proper selection of drought re
sistant crops, and a wise system of
crop rotation, large proportion of the
and devoted to forage and feed crops.
with a sufficient number of animals to
consume all the cheap roughage produced on the farm.
In controlling the water supply the)
first thing to do is to get the waterj
Into the ground and then prevent per
colation and evaporation. The soil
will absorb water more rapidly and
hold a greater quantity it it is prop
erly tilled. Hence, fall plowing of
the land, if it does not blow, Is advis
able. The plowing should be deep and
thorough. Since organic matter will
hold much more water than an equal
volume of soil particles, the addition
of vegetable matter is very important.
After the water is in the soil much
of the exaporatlon can be prevented
by frequent and shallow cultivation.
An endeavor should be made to keep
the loose soil mulch, but not a dust
blanket, as it is frequently called.
Dry farming consists of: First, tilling so that the water will be absorbed
by the soil; second, a good selection
of drought resistant crops and the
proper utilization of the crops.
There have been several good bulletins published on this subject. Most
of these bulletins can be secured free
of charge by writing to the different
stations mentioned below:
Bulletin No. 112, Utah Experiment
Station, Logan, Utah.
Bulletin No. 61, New Mexico Experiment Station, Agricultural College,
Dry

,

''

In their great drive against
taken on one of the main roads followed by tho Teutonic allies

This
battle line while Austrian infantry
the RussUn. to Poffl: show, a division of German infantry marching to the
are resting by the roadside.

A

SHELLJHAT

tilation, of four pair of soldier bootstretcners
soles at the end of four
which had been slid noiselessly into
place at the estamlnet by the sturdy,
kindly, experienced medical corps

HIT

SI

men.

Graphic

IKWIKll

taly Spent Ten Months
ing for War.

Description Penned by
As we walked along, one of our
of a battery near by smoked again
guns
Palmer.
Frederick
cannon

Prepar

in the course of a desultory
ade, seeking to pay back In kind for
Perfect Military Machine Is Organized
injuries which the four prostrate
in the ambulance had received.
With Remarkable Secrecy and
Speed General Cadorna an
Italian J off re.
CARRIES COINS IN HIS EARS
ng-ur-

One Successful Shell Out of a Thousand; the One Supposed to Make
Waste of Other 999 Worth
While.

been
Rome. It
has generally
thought that organization was not a
strong point with the Italians. But
today the Italian army shows how One
work of organization has been ac
But the ten months
complished.
while Italy was neutral were employed
in organizfng, with remarkable se
crecy and speed, a perfect military
machine.
It was known that Italy
was preparing, but how extensively
was a well-kesecret.
Today she has no lack of "high ex
plosives" or of anything else (down
to masks against poisoned gas), which
a close study of the war in other parts
of Europe has shown to be necessary,
The credit is generally divided be
tween Premier Salandra. General Cadorna, the chief of staff, and Zupelll,
These three
the minister for war.
have shown themselves to be great
men in this work of preparation and
foresight.
General Cadorna, by the way, is not
commander in chief, but chief of staff.
For the king is commander in chief.
Victor Emmanuel III is dally winning
for himself the love of bis soldiers.
With ceaseless activity he rushes
from point to point at the front, appearing where he is least expected, to
share a hasty meal with the officers,
and go round to say to the men a few
words of sympathy and encourage
ment, often under fire.
General Cadorna seems to be an
Italian Joffre. He has not yet been
so fiercely tested. Like Joffre, Cadorna hates politics in war, talk, excitement and humbug of all sorts. Organization and discipline are his instruments, and be has given the country a quiet confidence In slowly maturing results, which is Just what every country must have In order to endure this long and terrible war of exhaustion.
Not that Cadorna is slow to strike;
far otherwise. For one recalls the
rapid seizure of the innumerable
passes of the Trentlne and Carnlo
Alps in the first days of the war, before the Austrians had got their men
up from Gallcia. Besides those called
out by conscription, 300,000 volunteers
enlisted before recruiting was stopped
by the authorities. Italy has a great
reserve of men. And she has less to
fear for ber race from the losses of
this war than any great nation except
Russia. For her birth rate Is natural
and high. Little children are not only
loved in Italy, but they are plentiful.
There is a notable absence of "tall
stories" from the front in Italian talk
and in the Italian press. The stories,
,
perfectly reasonable and unsensatlon-althe
courage
of course emphasize
and endurance of the troops about
which there Is no shadow of doubt,
and markedly so their humanity Stories of the kind treatment of Austrian
evprisoners and wounded are told
erywhere. All stories, some told to
me by eye witnesses of high military
standing, emphasize the excellence of
the Italian artillery and its superiority
to the Austrian. The natural and artificial strength of the enemy's prealone
pared positions on the lsonzo
renders progress slow.
There is a great development of
trained nursing by Italian ladies. This
of rebegan during the earthquakes
cent years and the Tripoli war. It
is now a great movement of the day,
and a valuable step forward In Italian
life where woman nurses have been
till recently notable by their absence.
"

PALMER.
Newi Service.)

By FREDERICK

(International

France.
British
Headquarters,
There are points along the British
front which see nothing but desultory
shell Are and sniping for weeks and
months on end; points where neither
side has made an attack through the
winter and spring. These are known
A practical stale
as quiet corners.
mate exists. Neither Briton nor Ger
man finds any object In trying for a
In the
gain. Troops who have been
thick of it elsewhere are sometimes
sent to these regions for a rest and a
change.
Other nolnts points which stick
out, as it were are known as "hot
corners," where the guns and rifles
ooom niwnvi busv. Such has been
the La Bassee region.
A visitor may see about as much of
what is Koing on in La Bassee as an
ant can see of the surrounding land
scape when promenading in the grass,
The suns of both sides seem eneased in a kind of savage, vindictive,
blind man's buff sparring. Of course,
the eunners have a point on the map
at which they are aiming. They have
information in one way or another
that there is something at this point
worth shelling. It may be a house,
and of course, every house is down
on a large scale map. Troops may be
in the house: or if they are not, and
deyou destroy the house, you have
made
and
for
shelter
troops
stroyed
thA pnemv nervous. At least, theo
retically, you have made him so;
nothing seems to be able to make the
TiHHah
unldler actually so, or me
French peasant either.
We had left our car to go forward
on foot. We were coming Into the
zone where the inhabitants had been
v ordered to vacate their homes. This
is an unfailing sign that whatever the
condition of your health you are
a poorer risk every minute
A
for a life insurance company.
shell may get a group of soldiers in
a house or in a dugout. Houses are
not safe shelter In hot corners where
the visitor, instead of looking for
houses which have been damaged by
shell fire, looks for the anomalous one
that has not.
There was one such on an adjoining
road an estamlnet, which is a public drinking place or cafe.
A stretcher was being borne into
the door of this estamlnet and above
the doorway of the estamlnet was
chalked some lettering which indicated that it was a first clearing station
for the wounded. Lying on stretchers
on the floor were some wounded men.
They looked a little stunned, which
was only natural when you have been
as close as they had to a burst of a
shell a shell that made a hit The
concussion was bound to have this
-

California Man Has Cash Register
8ystem That Is Exclusive
and Unique.
Fall River Mills, CaL Women carry
their looso change in their stockings,
children put their money in their
mouths, but Norris Bethel, head clerk
of Florin Brothers of this place, makes
a cash register of his ears.
When he Is selling goods and !s in
a hurry for a nickel or a dime to
make change, he reaches to one ear
or the other and finds the needed
coin.
Or! if he receives a small coin and
is at some distance from the cash reg
ister, 'he puts It into one of his ears
until he has use for It or until he is

close to the cash register and can re
lleve himself.
The syBtem is considered unique.
and it is Bethel's exclusively.

Paye After 14 Years.
Grand Rapids, N. D. Fourteen years
ago Judge L. K. Hassell of Grand
Forks county billed Jacob de Lorlmier
of Chicago for $1.25 for .a certified
copy of a will. He has just received
de Lorimler's check for $1.25 in payment of the old account.

NOVEL COSTUME

BALL

.

effect.
A third man was the best illustration of shell destructiveness. Bullets
make only holes. Shells make gouges,
fractures and pulp. He too had a bandaged head, and had been hit in several places; but the worst wound was
in the leg, where an artery had been
cut, causing a loss of blood. He was
weak with sort of a "Where am I?"
If that fragment
look in his eyes.
which bad hit his leg had hit his bead
or his neck or his abdomen be would
have been killed instantly. He was
an illustration of how hard it is to
kill a man with several shell fragments unless some of them strike in
the right place. For he was going to
live; the surgeon had whispered that
fact In his ear, that one important

fact

And it was the one successful shell
out of the thousand; that one which
was supposed to make the waste of

the other nine hundred and ninety-nin- e
worth while.
Returning by the same road by
which we came, an automobile passed
swiftly by. We had a glimpse of the
big, painted red cross on an ambulance side and, at the rear where
the curtains were rolled up for ven

The Casino at Narragansett pier
was the scene of the novel black and
white costume ball, given by Mrs. Tal
bot Hanan. The Casino, arrayed with
streamers of black and white and bal
cony decorated with checks of similar
colors and the entrance designed with
the same effect, formed a fitting bac ground to the costumes of the partlcl
pants. It was the first notable ball
of the season and was preceded by
many dinner partleu One of the features of the affair was the hostess,
Mrs. Talbot Hanan, in her black and
white taffeta gown trimmed with
black velvet and ornamented with
A striking past of the cosfigures.
tume were the pantalettes and the
skinning rope which she carried
throughout the evening.
.-

IRON

IN

LOG

--

STRIPS

SAW

Horseshoe Imbedded In Tree for Half
Century Cuts Teetn prom
8aw.
Vancouver,

Wash. Imbedded

so

deeply In a log that the bark had
was
grown over it, a big horseshoe
found in a log at the Beer sawmill,
near Manor, recently. The saw was
stripped of teeth by the shoe when it

struck.

New Mexico.

(Br T. U BEALL.)
Pew native American birds are more
universally cherished than are the
On esthetic grounds alone
robins.
they receive free protection, partly
from the romance that clusters about
them in story and legend and partly
because of their graceful shape and
movement, bright color and pleasing
song, and close association with man'
and his works.
Investigation discloses that in addi
tion to their pleasing qualities robins
perform a very useful function in
reducing the hordes of insect life con
stantly prying upon the crops of the
farmer. In this work a large part of
their food consists of insects and they
feed their young upon them almost
It is recognized that
exclusively.
birds are one of the necessary checks
provided by nature upon the increaseof the vast number of insects produced each year; that without them
there would be a greater destruction
of vegetation, and that certain crops
of tha farmer regularly matured
would, if raised at all, be raiBed only

Mont.

"DRY FARMING"

IN

THE WEST

It Means When Practiced
Conditions ConUnder Semi-Ariat Denver.
Held
gress

Just What

d

The extent to which "dry farming"
has become a part of our national agriculture Is indicated by the preparations that are being made for the congress that is to be held in Denver, September 26 to October 10 next. Thirteen states outside of Colorado have
already made direct or indirect appropriations, and seven other states are
considering the matter favorably or
have Indicated their Intention to make
some kind of state display. These virtually include all of the states west of
the Missouri river, together with Wisconsin, Missouri, Arkansas, Louisiana
and Minnesota.
"Dry farming" consists essentially in
the selection of crops suitable to semi- arid conditions with such methods of
cultivation as will secure the most favorable results In production from the
scanty rainfall. These special methods
of farming, remarks the Pueblo (Colo.)
Chieftain, have already added hundreds of thousands of acres to the productive area of the western states, and
millions to the annual crop value. A
much larger benefit is certain to be
realized from this source In the future,
and it is not surprising that the people of all the western states should be
desirous of learning more about the
principles of "dry farming" and their
application under the various locai
conditions.
GET EDIBLE

OIL FROM WEED

Missouri

The European nations now at war
have purchased many Missouri horaaa
and mules, which are not particularly
needed. Of course, they have obtained
soma good animals, but many of than
have not been of the beat, and moat
of the mulea bought were full aged.
The older muies were oougni oecauw
they could stand the trip acrosa tha
Atlantic better than the younger one.
Some good cavalry horses were ob
talned.
A few horse dealers have predicted
a high market price a short time after the close of the war. They ara
of the opinion that most of the horses
now being purchased in this country
will be killed, and that soldiers will
need many animals on returning to
their farms. I believe that the mar
ket will be good, but I do not predict
any exceedingly high prices. This
country will be able to supply any
A different situation might
arise, if the war continues for mors
than a year.
Between 250,000 and 300,000 horses
and 50.000 and 75,000 mules were
contracted for in this country, and tha
loss of these animals to the United
States only means the taking away or.
those produced between January It
1914, and January 1, 1915. witn a
similar Increase during the present
year, we would be able to supply a
considerable number or norses ana
mules.
s.

A

GERM DESTROYER

Cheapest Disinfectant at Man's DIS
posal Southern Exposure is Desirable In Buildings.
Sunlight is nature's great germ deIs
aisiniecv
the
It
cheapest
stroyer.
ant at man's disposal and should ba
taken advantage of at every opportunity.
'In the construction of barns or
shelters of any kinds for animals.
says H. Preston Hoskins of Minnesota
College of Agriculture, in extension
bulletin No. 44, "ample provision
should be made for the admission ot
the maximum amount of sunlight A
southern exposure Is desirable; that
Is, an arrangement by which most ot
the windows face south. The warmth
thus provided in cold weather is da
sirable and much of the hect of sum
mer can be avoided by the use ot cur
tains or screens.
'Most disease germs are entirely
killed by direct sunlight. This has
been repeatedly shown by experi
ments."
The farmer should bear this in mind
In building his barn, stable, hog house,
or poultry house.

The Robin.

Boze-ma-

United States department of Agrt
culture, Washington, C. C.

mn

B. A. TROWBRIDGE.

SUNLIGHT

,

Montana Experiment Station,

One of

Damage Dona by Little Feathered
Songsters, If Any, May Be Reduced to Minimum Useful In
Reducing Insect Life.

w"

Wat Particularly NeeeV
purenasww
y luroaean Nat lone.

Many Animal

Principal Things Are Water con
servation, Drought Resistant crept
and System of Rotation.
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OF DRY FARMING

DEFINITION

POLAND

RUSSIANS FROM

ItHTINSt

with Increased difficulty and added la
bor.

Tha robin Is found throughout the
greater portion of the United States,
the range of the species extending
into Canada and even Alaska.
While for the most part migratory
In the northern half of the country,
individuals remain all winter in many
localities where shelter and food are
In eastern Massachusetts
assured.
and at some places farther west there
are cedar swamps which offer an
abundant supply of wild fruit, and
robins remain throughout the winter
in large numbers. Most of the species, however, spend the winter from
latitude 40 degrees northward as soon
as snow disappears. They arrive in
New England in the latter part of
March or early in April, and in the
northern states of the Mississippi val
somewhat earlier. It is difficult
.ley.... Jn4 wUAn fall mli,,aHnn hpcrlnH
as the first birds to leave are replaced
by others from farther north.
Reports of depredations upon fruit
by birds come principally from the
prairie regions of the West. This is
just what might be expected, for but
few prairie shrubs produce the wild
berries that the birds prefer and for
lack of these the birds naturally feed
upon the cultivated varieties availa
ble. Reports ot fruit losses caused
by birds in the East are usually from
the immediate vicinity of villages and
towns where there is no natural fruit
bearing shrubbery. From this It fol
lows that an effective remedy for the
ravages of birds upon cultivated fruits
is to plant the preferred wild varie
ties. ' Of the number of plants which
bear fruit preferred by the robin, many
are ornamental and are easily ob
tained. The following are a few of
the plants the robins are fond of:
Blackberries and raspberries, cherries,
wild black cherries, china berries, flowpersim
ering dogwood, bluebe-rrlesmons, Mississippi hackberrles, western
hackberries, mulberries, cat brier,
green brier, red cedar, pokeberrles.
smooth sumac, pepper berries, Ameri
can holly, woodbine, black gum, and
others.
Investigation of the food of 1,236
robins from 42 states, D. C, and three
Canadian provinces, showed that 42.40
per cent of their food was animal matter, and 67.60 per cent vegetable. Of
the latter more than 50 per cent con
s
sisted of fruit, more than
of which were wild species.
While the robin today probably is
doing much more good than barm, a
bird whose diet consists of so large
a percentage of fruit, may at any time
become a pest where its natural food
falls and cultivated varieties are ac
cessible. The birds must have food
and it Is decidedly preferable to supply the food they desire, and for which
they will amply pay, In the destruction
of harmful Insects, instead of killing
tha birds'.

I

CHEAP

SLING

FOR

HAYFORK

Advantages of Modern Devices Ap
preciated by Man Who Has Pitched
,
Hay From Wagon to Mow.
The unloading of hay Is now a com
paratively easy task, made so by tha
use of machinery. Any man who hat
ever pitched bay from a wagon Into
a high mow will appreciate the ad
vantages of the hayfork and sling,
In one form of sling which Is pretty
generally used throughout the East,
the sling is adjusted upon the hayrack and the hay loaded on without
any particular care as to placing it.
When the wagon reaches the barn as
many drafts as can be taken off at

,

Hitherto Worthless Plant May
Utilized for Food It Is Also Valuable for Live Stock.

Be

The discovery that oil from the devil's claws, a hitherto worthless weed,
can be utilized for food may result in
making It a valuable Industrial product
for the semarld regions of Kansas, according to Prof. E. H. S. Bailey, the
University of Kansas food chemist.
Laboratory investigations showed
that this weed, now growing abundantKan-saly on the waste lands of western
Colorado, Texas and New Mexico,
produces a seed from which an edible
oil Is extracted that may take the place
of olive or cottonseed oil.
The press cake from the oil is also
valuable for stock food, as it has a
high protein value.
SURE CURE FOR MELON BUG2
Successful Market Gardener Gets Rid
of Insects by Liberal Use of Bone
Dust Around Plants.
(By

C. M.

8CHULZ.)

very successful market gardener
told me last fall that he had a sure
cure for the little striped melon bui;s.
He said he had paid $10.00 for the
secret and it had been worth $100.00
to him since. It was nothing more
nor less than a liberal use ot bone
dust or bone meal around the plantn.
He says it will absolutely drive away
the striped bugs when everything else
has failed. I have not yet bad a
chance o try It myself, but it is possible that he is right. It so, it Is
a valuable idea.. The bone dust will
be a good thing for the plants, any
way, whether It drives away the bugs
or not, for it is a rich fertilizer. It
can be had from any dealer in fertilizers at a cost of probably $3.00 per
hundred pounds.
A

four-fifth-

Sling Closed.
good forkfuls are elevated, then with
out removing the fork it Is hooked
to the sling attachment by the end
pulleys, and pulled upon the free end
ot the rope will bundle and bind tha
balance ot the load around the fork.
The trip rope is unsnapped from tha
fork and attached to the swing.
The value of tha sling Is the sav
ing of time in shaping the load with
a hand fork for the last draft with tha
horse fork and cleaning up all tha hay
on the wagon.
On Thin Fields.
These slings coat from $3 to $2.60
It sometimes happens that a clover
field will run out, so to speak, or get each.
thin, and when such is the case a plan
Old Country Buildings.
Is to sow more clover seed in early
Most farm buildings in tha eld
spring and cut it in thoroughly with a
disk harrow. The thicker the clover country are made of atone, cement
grows the better, for this will keep or brick, with tile roofs. These buildthe weeds out and the soil will be rich ings are not only fire proof, but will
last hundreds of years. Compared
ud mellow.
with these even our best buildings ara
but makeshifts. Constantly rebuild
8aves Celt or Calf.
Turning a strong back furrow be- ing takes altogether too much of oar
fore the new fence is made, easily money.
lives a wire, and besides sometimes
Wasts of Posts.
laves a colt or calf by showing where
Why throw away a
the fence is.
fence post, or stake.
Just because one and has rotted off
Concrete Floor Is Best
What is more exaspering than a in tha ground T Reverse It and tha
wet, soft floor in a baraT Concrete chances ara that It will last longer
than it did the first time.
rill solve tha problem.
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"The nativre and flshfrnifn of Put- nver ate the clsms. In fart,
E FILLS DUXBUHY bury
known to f'fd then: the
were
thry
farranberrlp for which Duxbury Is
thHr
of
were
mous.
proud
Thy
singing dams and their little voices
Town Mourns Pasting of Bivalve led the children of the village railof the
ing them tha 'Mttln Angola
Musicians.

ONE

OF WARSAW'S

PRINCIPAL

STREETS

Scene in the center of Warsaw, the capital of Russian Poland, which has" been the object of the great Teuton
drive In the eastern theater of the war and la now In the hands of the Germans.

CASHIER

AND

GIRL

MISSING

NEW ARCHBISHOP

IN

WEST

in the
Marriage a Simple Affair

Early Days.

Uuy.'

Visitors to Famous Mass. ehusetts Watering Placs Dug Them to Eat, All
Unmoved by Their Plain
tlve Murmurlngs.
From Duxbury, Mass., comes the
news that the singing clams, for
which that resort has long been famous, are now facing extermination,
and soon will be relegated to the past
along with the dodo, side hill gouger
and pleslosaurus.
Phlneas P.ailnettor, choirmaster of
the little church on the hill in
who has lived in that village
for many years, was In New York the
other day buying dance records for
the phonograph used for the Saturday
night parish dances.
"The singing clams have been one
of Duxbury's greatest attractions
since the landing of the Pilgrims," he
said, "and the rapacity and inordinate appetites of the newcomers of
the summer colony are responsible
for the fact that they are rapidly being wiped out.
"By 'newcomers' I mean those of
the summer colony who have been
coming to Duxbury for only the last
50 years. The others, the genealogical aristocrat of the colony, have
been coming to Duxbury since before
the discovery of the sacred cod
and that, of course, was long before
the Revolution.
"I had heard of the singing clams
long before I went to Duxbury. about
forty years ago, and when I became
domiciled there, one of the first things
I did was to investigate them.
"I found that their singing, Instead
of being a myth grown from the folklore of the flsUermen, was an absolute
fact.
The clams are different from any of
their kind in the world and that Is one
reason why the government ought to
preserve them, even If the residents
of Duxbury have so little pride in
the greatest attraction of their town.
Unlike all other shellfish, these
clams have an aversion to water. This,
combined with their singing, seems to
me to prove conclusively that they
are descended from birds.
"They live along the shores of the
bay, where there are long stretches
of mud and sand flats. My investigations proved to me that when the
side was in and' water covered these
flats, the clams, disliking the water,
burrowed down into the soft bottom
for a few Inches and waited there
until the water receded.
"Their keen sense of sound told
them when it was gone, and they
then come to the surface, zigzagging
their way through the soft ooze.
"Then they lie outside their holes,
and after a few moments open their
shells. Immediately the singing commences.
"In weird, minor key, like the notes
of an aeolian harp far off in the forests, their plaintive voices arise. Forty
years ago there were almost millions
of them, and the great chorus, half an
hour after the tide went out, was most
amazing.
"As the tide came In, each succeeding wave covering more clams, this
chorus died out, until by the time the
waves were lapplns the marsh-grass- ,
It was absolutely stilled. This proved
to me that Just as soon as a clam felt
the waves he again sank into his
shell to sleep until the next low tide.
Dux-bur-

Scene in the League Island navy yard. Philadelphia, as 500 bluejackets were being hurried aboard the
the command of Hear Admiral Caperton and help in
battleship Connecticut to be taken to Haiti to
on
island.
the
order
restoring
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"It usod to be the custom, when the
tide was low at night, for the lads
and lassies to stroll or sit along the
beach listening to the clams. Their
faint, sweet voices heard In the moonlight have prompted many a good man
to pop the fatal question.
"Now all this Is changed. A crude
business person discovered that each
voice came from a clam that was perfectly good to eat. He started out to
catch them, and before long their
fame as 'steamed clams' became
known among the colonists, and the
end was in sight.
"The colonists now bring 'clam
forks' as part of their baggage when
they move to Duxbury each summer,
and with one of these any man or
woman who does not mind a little
mud, can pick up enough clams for
a family mea In a very short time.
"Yes, the women also catch the
clams. One would think that they
would have too much heart to still
these small voices in a frying pan, but
they haven't.
"Various reasons have been advanced for the singing of the clams,
but I have never heard one that
It has occaseemed satisfactory.
sioned many peculiar incidents.
"When the French cable from Brest,
which arrives at Duxbury, was first
connected up, the operators used to
complain of the singing noises they
heard each day when the tide was low.
After finding that it was the voice of
the clams, they fixed the cable and
had no more trouble.
"I expect that this Is the last summer that It will be possible to listen
to the clams, and I Intend spending
a part of every fine day enjoying their
voices.
"At the rate that the colonists are
eating them they will be all gone in
a year or two, and, If possible, I Intend to be the last citizen of Duxbury
to hear the 'swan song' of the last
of the famous smging clams." New
York Times.
Another Hunger Strike.
Patience I understand Mr. Styles
has refused to give his wife money
for new clothes.
Patrice What's she going to do?
"She's going on a hunger strike."
His Stunt.
Flatbush I see in the Indian army
all orders are given In English.
Bensonhurst Well, If the colonel
wants some pate de fole gras for
luncheon, how does he order It?

The consequences are seldom pleasant when you sit on either fresh paint
or fresh children.
Some people seem to have an Idea
It's a poor rule that won't work both
ways at once.

The mermaid is perhaps the only female creature in the world that has no
kick coming.

It's all right to save time, but some
veople lose a lot figuring how they
can save a little.
After a man is married perhaps it
is only right that he shouldn't have a
single Idea.
Vlave a little patience. Even a corkscrew doesn't go straight to the point,
but it gets there.

Abs
Little Chance for Courting and
formality
trs
for
Nsed
No
luttly
Customary In ths Countries
of Europe.
On the frontier, courtship and
are not the matters of convention or even of sentiment that they are
mar-rlag-

In

d

communities.

PEOPLE

WELCOME

ITALIANS

Virtue is the only nobility.

I-;

Food For Thought
0 "

Most Rev. Edward J. Hanna was
confirmed as archbishop of San Francisco recently, succeeding the late
Archbishop Rlordan. The photograph
shows him in his robes In St. Mary's

Proper nourishment and well chosen books are food for thought
for those who are fitting themselves for the battles of life.

cathedral.
Here's a Sentence,
There was the savor, ths desideratum, the force and quantity that ws
have been talking of a savor Immense and extraordinary, in relation
to which the muddlement that I have
called subjective came directly from
the fact that It la not, like the savors
to which I just paid tribute, "dished,"
served, administered after the fashion
of precious things In general, Isn't per
haps in any degree the result of what
Invasion took passes In other societies for preparaA scan
in the Isonxo district when the
It grows wild, snt I had doubtpises. The Italian soldiers were balled as the "redeemers" of the section tion,
of It crjde with ths
less
was
under
partaken
remember
Austrian
could
inhabitants
as
the
which for as far beck
rule, everywhere the Inhabitants turned out to give them fitting greeting, marvelous effect of Its tot disagreeing
with me. The Sun.
the photograph stows women giving flowers to the Italian troops.
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FOOD
by providing thorough nourishment to both body and brain keeps one
in fine fettle bright and alert to absorb the worlds great lessons.
For "thinkers" and "doers.

"There's a Reason" for

For

example:
this counMy grandfather came to
by
a
subscriber,
writes
1831,
in
try
Thence
sailing vessel to New Orleans.
to
he went up the Mississippi river
a
horse,
he
bought
there
St. Louts, and
saddle and other flxln's.
He settled on the north bank of the
Missouri river abrtit sixty miles
from St. Louis. He and a cousin of
his built a log cabin and began to
clear the land. They took turns doing
the outside work and the cooking.
One day, during the cousin's turn at
cooking, he upset the pot Into the Are,
and when my grandfather came In the
discouraged cook said to him: "See
here, Julius, this sort of thing won't
do any more; we must have a house"
keeper. One of us must get married
then?"
don't
marry,
you
"Well, why
said grandfather.
"No, you are the older; you must
marry first."
"That's easy said. You know that
the only family where there are girls
old enough to marry lives 40 miles
from here, and I don't know whether
any of them will have me. We are
counstrangers and from a foreign
know."
try, you
"Well, you can try, can't you?"
So the following Sunday grand
father rode 40 miles over to Squire Mc- Clenny's. The squire greeted mm
welcordially, for callers were always
come In those days.
After talking about the weather, tbtr
crops, the hunting, and so forth, grandInfather, with some embarrassment,
troduced the subject of a housekeeper
and asked the squire if be bad any objection to his marrying one of his
daughers.
"None at all," said the squire. "Have
you asked the gal yet?"
"Oh, no, I only wanted your permission to court her. That is what we
have to do in the old country. And,
besides, I can't wait two or three
years before I marry, as they do over
there."
"Oh," said the squire, "if the gal's
wlllin I'll marry you right now." And
calling to his wife, he said: "Mary,
tell Elinor to come In!"
Elinor was the oldest of his twelve
children and, although not yet sixteen, was tall, well grown and fully
developed.
When she entered he Bald: "Elinor,
here's a man who wants to marry you.
Are you wlllin'?"
"Oh, pa, that's rather sud len."
"Well, well, you can talk to ma
about It, and slep over It. Let me
know In the mornln'."
The next mornln' she said "Yes,"
and the wedding was set for two weeks
later.
Everyone within a radius of forty
miles and more was there.
The day after the wedding grandfather rode up to the horse block, his
young wife got up behind him, and
thus they went home. Youth's Companion.

Abraham Cornelius, Jr., cashier of the Citizens National bank of Engle-wooN. J., and Miss Loretta Adelgals, formerly the bank's stenographer,
The directors of the bank have reported a
both of whom are missing.
shortage of $11,000 In the cashier's accounts.
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Grape-Nu- ts

SENTINEL

SAN JON, NEW MEXICO.
ART IN WEARING VEIL

FROM STYLES OF

1862

UGH!

FRENCH WOMAN HAS BROUGHT
IT TO PERFECTION.

CLEAN

Liven up your sluggish liver! Feel
line and cheerful; make your work a
pleasure; be vigorous and full of ambition.
But take no nasty, dangerous calomel, because It makes you
tick and you may lose a day's work.
Calomel is mercury or quicksilver,
which causes necrosis of the bones.
Calomel crashes Into sour bile like
dynamite, breaking it up. That's
when you feel that awful nausea and
cramping.
Listen to me! If you want to enjoy
the nicest, gentlest liver and bowel
cleansing you ever experienced Just
take a spoonful of harmless Dodson's
Liver Tone. Tour druggist or dealer
sells you a 60 cent bottle of Dodson's
Liver Tone under my personal money

that each spoonful
better
than a dose of nasty calomel and that

CLOSE TO HOME
These Costumes Are Designed From CHARITY
Crocks Worn by Little French Girls
in 1862. On the Left Is a Child's Smith's Seemingly Generous Action
Frock of Green Taffeta Trimmed
Was Not Altogether a Matter of
With Band of Black Velvet. Next
Philanthropy.
to It la a Young Girl's Costume
Jacket
Made Up of a Brown Serge
Senator Morris Sheppard of Texas
With a Brown and White Checked remarked the other day that philanSkirt. The Next Frock Shows a thropy was not always actuated by a
Blue Velvet Jacket With a Blue and beautiful and generous heart, and told
White Striped Skirt.
this story to back up his statement:
One afternoon a bunch of congenial
underwear, spirits were talking about the various
blouses, no
no silk petticoats, no imitation pearls, leading citizens of the town when a
no slippers or silk stockings, and no parsimonious party by the name of
white gloves. For her the accesso- Smith was smilingly referred to.
ries of dress do not exist. All the
"Speaking of Smith," interposed anpennies which they cost her American other of the bunch, "I met him yescousin she saves toward her daugh- terday afternoon going around town
ter's dot.
with a petition trying to collect money
for a poor widow that she might pay
THINGS WOMEN ARE WEARING her rent."
"What's
that!" exclaimed the
To Be With the Elect, One Must Keep amazed crowd, all of whom knew
Smith. "Collecting funds for a widow's
These Facts Constantly In
rent! Whatch out for the millennium
the Mind.
at 6 a. m. tomorrow."
"Oh, no, it isn't as bad as that," exSleeveless silk sweater coats are a
welcome novelty, for they solve the plained the other. "You see, Smith
problem of giving a little warmth with- owns the house that the widow lives
in."
out giving too much.
Awning stripes In silks are used
for shirtwaists for morning and sports
DISTRESSING PIMPLES
wear.
A large and long black bow atRemoved by Cuticura Soap and Ointtached to the back of a high plaiting;
ment Trial Free.
is one of the latest fads.
come
Dainty, airy hats of haircloth
Smear them with the Ointment.
In pink, white, blue, tan and gold.
CutiWash off in five minutes-witThe shapes are flat and picturesque
cura Soap and hot water and continue
Petticoats are made of pretty flow bathing for some minutes. Repeat on
ered material or of plain white, witU rising and retiring. These fragrant
ruffles of flowered material.
supercreamy emollients do much for
Costly embroideries seem to be en- the skin, and do it quickly.
tirely out of the question on the sumSample each free by mail with Book.
mer gowns.
Address postcard, Cuticura, Dept. XY,
alternet
Tiny frills of lace and
Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.
nately distinguish some of the summer models.
Sacrifice for Art.
Most of the pongee coats have deOne cold, wet and windy night he
tachable collars and cuffs of contrastcame upon a negro shivering in the
ing silk.
doorway of an Atlanta store. WonderWith the passing of spats for the
ing what the darky could be doing
summer all sorts of fancies come to standlnc on a cold, wet night in such
take their place shoes with white a place, the proprietor of the shop
tops and said:
tops, shoes with white-stripeshoes with gray tops.
"Jim, what are you doing hero?"
with frnrkn nt checked silk senaxate
"'Scuse me, Bah," said Jim, "but
fcoats of dark silk are extremely chic. I'm gwine to sing bass tomorrow
Some full sleeveless bodices have mornin' at church, an' I am trying to
ruffles set in the armhole in lieu of ketch a cold."
sleeves.
Revers of tucked and ruffled net
One or the Other.
are seen Inside the revers of long silk
"Do I make myself perfectly plain?"
coats.
asked Miss Fortysmith, who is IntelSilk handbags are much In vogue
concluding her argument.
lectual,
effects are among
and
"More so than anybody I ever saw
the smartest.
before In my life!" answered J., Fuller
Gloom. "Er er well, either that or
Piped Edges for Skirts.
you were born so." Kansas City Star.
Scalloped and piped edges on skirts
and jackets have much to do with tha
To Drive Out Malaria
charm of the present fashions. This
And Build Up The System
revival Is a pleasant one, as it adds a,
Standard GROVE S
Old
Take
the
to
contrast
costume,
noto
of
a(
piquant
TASTELESS chill TONIC iou knp--

Faded Sentiment
That beautiful sentiment eventually
dies a sad death would seem to be
demonstrated by a story told the
other night by a southern congressman.
Smith, who lives in the suburbs, was
about to hustle for tbe commutation
train some time since, when his wife
followed him to the door as usual to
make sure that his shoes were tied
and that he hadn't forgotten his necktie.
"Say, John," reflectively remarked
tbe good woman as they reached the
veranda, "do you know that this is the
fifteenth anniversary of our wedding?-- '
"Why, so it Is," returned John, doing some hasty mental arithmetic. "I
will bring you home a nice bunch of
roses."
"Roses are very sweet," was the
practical response of mother, "but you
had better make it some oysters to
fry for supper."

ting little hat on windy or
rainy days Is completely covered with
a, veil drawn up Into the center of the
crown like a flint with which we go
marketing, writes a Parisian corre-

spondent

STYLE

OF

DRESS

SIMPLE

Frenoh Woman Does Without Many
Things That Are Considered Esoen-tia- l
by Americans.
Nowhere In the world do fashions In
so rapidly, or make their
influence felt In such diverse social
circles, as In America, and nowhere
In the world do cheap Imitations of
a new mode flood the market so
swiftly.
It is only of recent years In France
that the wives of small shopkeepers,
skilled artisans, and the less important employees of great enterprises
like railroads have ever possessed
such a thing as a hat. Even now they
shop and market without one as often
as not. The wife of a mau in a
quiet, well established, flourishing
business will stick to her plain black
gown with a big blue apron over It
in the morning, uncovered,
hair, and serviceable shoes and
plain stockings, and never change her
mode of dress, winter or summer. If
she Is employed, as she so often is. at
the caisse as bookkeeper for her husband, she will usually leave off th
apron; and nowadays on Sundays and
fete days she usually dons a plain
hat.
.
Hut she has no summer gowns, no

dress spread

PAQUIN COAT SUIT

mm

I'M

Try "Dodson's Liver Tone" When Bilious, Constipated, Headachy Don't Lose a Day's Work.

clone-fi- t

A
nautical person described these young women as "neat
little craft," and they really look so
workmanlike and tidy that they would
certainly brave the weather by sea or
land and never fear to look untidy,
for there Is no vulnerable spot In the
hat and veil, In the coat, or In the
tight skirt and high laced boots.
It is the veil In this picture which
Is Interesting, for the fine weather
must do away with the weather coat
and the high boots; but the veil will
merely change its movements. Apparently this feminine necessity or
adornment Is to play quite an Important part In women's dress this summer. To know Just what to do with a
veil and when to do it means
and a sense of beauty. A
Frenchwoman rarely turns up her veil
unless It be one of the very heavy
mourning ones; she takes it off, knowing that a veil turned up leaves an
tigly line either across the brow or on
the nose. Neither does she twist it
into a funny little knot under her chin,
Because she Is conscious that it looks
untidy and Is bad for the veil. She
adjusts It on her hat so that It can be
quickly and easily taken off, and she
pins It over her hair precisely so that
she knows where to find the pins
when the taking off moment arrives.
It sounds such a little thing and Is, In
very fact, a trifle light as air, but It Is
one of the details that may Just as
well be mastered.
Some of the veils now are of the finest lace, very filmy and becoming; others are In almost Invisible net, and a
few women wear the strongly patterned veil. So much depends upon
which kind of veil suits a woman best
Some women lose all distinction in
a heavy veil; others seem to gain their
distinction from it. A safe veil is the
fine meshed one in black, for it keeps
arrant hairs within bounds and it
merely softens without dulling tho
tints of the skin. It is also Inexpensive.
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Just Once!

Adjustment and Car of These Important Llttlt Accessories of the
Toilet Are Worthy of the Most
Careful Study.
A

HEL IS 1

ORDER HAD HIM "IN THE AIR"
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black-and-whit- e

WAY

FOR THE PANCAKE HAT

That Style la the Latest Note in Millinery That Is Thought Worth
Consideration.

what you are taking, as the formula is
printed on every label, showing it is
Quinine and Iron in a tasteless form. The
Quinine drives out malaria, the Iron
builds up the system. SO cents. Adv.

It won't make you sick.
Dodson's Liver Tone it real liver
medicine. You'll know It next morning, because you will wake up feeling fine, your liver will be working,
your headache and dizziness gone,
your stomach will be sweet and your
bowels regular.
Dodson's Liver Tone Is entirely
vegetable, therefore harmless and
cannot Ballvate. Give it to your children. Millions of people are using
Dodson's Liver Tone instead ot dangerous calomel now. Your druggist
will tell you that the sale of calomel
is almost stopped entirely here.

Why We Eat Eggs.
"I am a firm believer in advertising," said a great advertising expert.
"I impute a great part of my own success to it."
Here the expert's sunburnt and
healthy face was illuminated by one of
his rare and charming smiles.
"When a duck lays an egg," he
said, "she waddles back to the duck
pond, in indifferent silence. But when
a hen lays an egg her frantic cackles
make It known.
"The hen advertises.
''And that, my dear friends, is why
the world eats bens' eggs instead of
ducks' eggs."
Settling It.
They were Just about to get married
and were discussing the details of domestic economy.
"But I'm afraid, dearest, we shall
not be able to afford a servant at first,"
he said, looking tenderly at her.
"Oh, Harry, whatever will the neighbors say when they see me doing my
own work."
,
"Why, darling," replied Henry, genuinely puzzled, "whose work do you
want to do?"
"Old and Distinguished."
"Gerald," said the young wife, noticing how heartily he was eating, "do
I cook as well as your mother did?"

Gerald put up his monocle and
stared at her through it.
"Once and for all, Agatha," he said,
"I beg you to remember that although
I may seem to be In reduced circumstances now, I come of an old and distinguished family. My mother was
not a cook."
Pessimistic View.
"Do you believe the microbes said
to be in kisses ever develop Into anything dangerous?" asked the fair maid.
"I'm afraid they do," replied the old
bachelor. "At least I've been told that
marriage Is often the result."

For Burnt and Scalds.
In case of burns and scalds apply
Hanford's Balsam of Myrrh and get
Logical.
Blobbs BJones is the most unlucky relief. Apply it to cool the skin and
fellow at cards I ever met.
take the fire out. Have a bottle alI
he
is
Slobbs Then
lucky ways on hand to use in case of accisuppose
in love?
dents. Adv.
Blobbs I suppose so. At any rate,
Not Easy to Do.
he has never been married. London
"Why Is it that the dog Is always
Opinion.
referred to as the most Intelligent aniWe htar of new uses of Hanford's mal?" asked the elephant.
"Because he knows how to get a
Balsam of Myrrh. In dehorning catto
good
living without doing any work,"
stop
tle, light applications help
bleeding, making the use of a hot iron replied the horse.
unnecessary. Adv.
Thoroughly Lost.
The government of Hawaii has set
Othello explained his jealousy.
aside 690,000 acres of forest reserves
"I thought she lost It waving a Chauand will experiment with planting eu- tauqua salute," he cried.
calyptus for firewood.

"Have you seen the pancake hat?"
asks a fashion expert.
The very latest recruit in the mlllli
nery forces Is the pancake hat.
"These hats are flat little affairs
of straw, tulle or silk, and since the.
crowns are too shallow to fit the head
they are held to the side of the bead
by means of a band of ribbon, velvet
or tulle.
"Of course, the ends are tied beneath the ear or chin, and the pancake Is worn at a decidedly rakish
angle else milady is not
In fashion.
"Everyone whom I have seen wearing a 'pancake' seemj beaming with
good humor," adds this writer, "and
If you wish to Interest an audience
I'm Inclined to believe that this little tell it a
story about a bully being
oddity of the season bears with it tbe whipped by a pale, studious and retirpower to keep one brimful of merr- ing young man.
or
imentno one could be
grumpy with a pancake perched ot
To stop bleeding use Hanford's Balthe side of one's head."
aam.

Popularity of Braid.
Slnoe the debut of braid trimmings
to emphasize the military lines ot
suits, dresses and blouses, the popularity of the various braids has been
increasing every minute. One cannot
go wrong If a few rows of narrow
This Coat Suit, cy Paquin, Is Made of braid or one row of very wide braid
Ore en Cloth Trimmed With Green Is used to elaborate a costume. The
liberty to use brain trimmings gives
Velvet and Braid.
a woman an opportunity to add a
emoher
bright touch to ar. otherwise somber
never
A woman
outgrows
outfit.
tions she wears .them out.

back guarantee

will clean your sluggish liver

On

Adv.

the sea of adversity the

pawn-

broker is captain of the watch.
man a lifetime
It takes a
to correct his bad grammar.
self-mad- e

COTTON COLL
A whits laundry
cap, pure arid

Ooatswsin'a Mate Considerably Muddled by Command That Wat
Entirely New to Him.
In all the naval services tradition It
strong. As Chief Boatswain McCarthy, U. S. N., has shown In an article In
"The I'roceedlngs'of the United Statet
Naval Institute," the adherence to cus-tor-n
extends to the manner In which
the boatswain's calls are varied for
different occasions, and even, in the
old navy, at least, it extended to the
way In which the officers gave tbelr
"
orders.
Tbe language used in passing wolds
was the vernacular of the sailor ratner
than academic English, and the officer
who did not know that usually got poor
results from the boatswain's mate, who
had his own Ideas about passing tbe
word, and got muddled in interpreting
any unusual order.
On one occasion, the officer of the
morning watch gave this order:
"Boatswain's mate, scrub down with
rapidity." This was a new one, and
after causing the officer to repeat the
order three times, the boatswain's
mate became desperate. He grabbed
a deck bucket, and forced it into the
hand of the nearest apprentice, whom
he started on his way with a push that
sent the youngster reeling, and followed him with this shout:
"Go to the captain of the bold and
I never
a Ml: him for a bucketful of It!
heard of anything to scrub a deck with
but sand and lime, and I don't know
,'
anything about these new
anyway." Youth's Companion.

economical
free from lye.
Win not dt
stroytheclothes.

KING NAPHTHA
H

Do not boo
your clothes.

yH

Perfectresulta
h
nhtalnad
nff m cold

1T

er tepid water. Use cold wtter and keep oooL

WATER LILY
A white, pure
scented toilet and
bath soap. Can be
used with safety on
flannels, woolens
and fine fabrics. Will not shrink goods.
The best soap value, ever offered for 5 cents,
IT FLOATS PREMIUMS of real value
given for wrappers and coupons write
today for free catalogue.
PROUDCTS MANUFACTURING CO.
OKLAHOMA
OKLAHOMA CITY

GRATE

BARS-SMOKEST-

If your machinery needs repairing or
overhauling, let cs know.
Price arid Quality Guaranteed.

Thirty Year

Experience

If. S. SHERMAN MACHINE A IRON WORKS
Oklakoaa Clty.OkU.
Fkoat W 7600

'soogy-moodgles-

He Hadn't Been There.
Daubyn said he would keep
house while Mrs. Daubyn was away."

Off Hit Guard.
A detective in a Y. M. C. A. lecture
In Duluth on crime detection said:
"The criminal can't be always on
his guard, of course. Well, when he't
off his guard, then he gives himself
away, like tbe bank clerk, you know.
"A bank clerk was having his for-

Happy is the home where Red Cross
Ball Blue is used. Sure to please. All

All telephone operators in Egypt are
required to be able to speak Euglish,
French, Italian, Greek and Arabic.

"Mr.

"Yes."
"He wrote glowing letters to her
about his experiments In the kitchen
and the fun he was having washing tune told at a church fair. The pretty
fortune' teller,' holding the young
dishes."
man's hand in hers said:
"Fine!"
" Beware of a dark woman!'
"When Mrs. Daubyn returned at
"'Black Maria!' gasped the bank
the end of two weeks Mr. Daubyn, of
and he turned as pale as death."
clerk,
course, met her at tbe station and escorted her home."
Curio Fakers.
"And the sequel?"
Lincoln Springfield, the English edi"At the door he discovered that
she took his latch key away with her tor, was lunching in London when a
Samoan entered and shook him by the
the day she left."
hand.
"What do the natives do for a living
Some Drink.
"What are you doing?'1 demanded over there?" Mr. Springfield asked the
Marc Anthony, as Cleopatra dropped Samoan.
"Oh," said the other, "they sell
a priceless pearl into her glass ot
and
and
wine.
Inkwell."
Stevenson's
Louis
Robert
summer
new
a
"I'm inventing
drink," replied the queen. "I'm goThe discovery of fish glue is attribing to call it pearl sundae."
uted to a Massachusetts man, who,
while making chowder, found that It
Oh, Picklesl
Hazel I don't like windy weather. stuck to his fingers.
It plays havoc with one's complexion.
Almee Perhaps you don't get your
For mosquito bltet apply Hanford's
Balsam. Adv.
complexion on thick enough.

grocers.

Adv.

The trouble with many of those who
advocate the right is that they are so PREVENTION
PIUs If taken In ttSM
Tutt'i
better
cur.
than
more
do
it
about
they
disagreeable
ar not only a remedy for, but wul prevent
harm than good.
SICK HEADACHE,
Ton can safely place faith In Han
ford's Balsam of Myrrh. Adv.
A man will somifiii pocket his
pride, but a wompa can nver find her

pocket

bllloiuneif , constipation and kindred 4IMSM.

Tistfs Mils
W. N. U., Oklahoma City, No.

34-19-15.

Children Cry for Flctchor'o

mmm

The Kind Ton Hare Always Bought, and which has been
In use for over 30 years, has borne the shrnature of
ana nas oeen made under his per
eonal supervision since Its Infancy.
Allow no one to deceive you In this.
" are bat
All Counterfeits, Imitations and
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health ot
Infants and Children Experience against experiment
Just-as-sro- od

What is CASTORIA
Castor

OA, Para
Castorla Is a harmless substitute for
It Is pleasant. It
gorlc, Drops and Soothing Syrups. nor
contains neither Opium, Morphine
other Xareotto
substance. Its age is Its guarantee. It destroys Worms
For more than thirty years Mr
and allays Feverlshness.
has been In constant use lor the relief of Constipation.
Flatulency Wind Colic, all Teething Troubles and
Diarrhoea. It regulates the Stomach and Bowels
assimilates the Food, giving healthy and natural Sleep
The Children's Panacea The Mother's Friend

GENUINE

CASTORIA

ALWAYS

Bears the Signature of

For genuine comfort and lasting pleasure use Red Cross Ball Blue on wash day.
All good grocers. Adv.

London
Walters at one
restaurant are being instructed In the
French language at the expense of
their employers.
well-know- n

When two cats fight in the dark
they merely scratch a match.
On the other hand, the mare some
times makes the money go.

In Use For Over 30 Years
Tho Kind You Have Always Bought
TMC

etNTAU

Ism tefe feauiiT
Because ef those ugly, grizzly, gray hslre. Use

" LA ORIOLI"

HAIR DRESSING.

COMMKV, NCW VOMC WW.
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prick, IIO, retail.
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8aK JON,
SAN JON SENTINEL
Jabltiiad rrldajri

'Tr.tTd U

:Tr

aatter Jul)

oooo4-ft-

Mexico acu

CubSLriptioo

..ne'

dollar

Office, first stairway east of the
Hotel.
Voreaberg
year.
New Mex.
Tucumcaxi,

f.irbed

Advertising ratal
'toaiioa.

Practice Limited to

Co(Pm 4 Eye, Ear,. Nose & Throat

pr

oa

TlHlfc

A Complete Fall Line
"

ROYAL A. TRENTICE

Attorney at Law

,

Our Stock of Dry Goods, Shoes, Clothing, Underwear, Hardware, Ammunition, Guns, Groceries,
Will be
Flow, Salt, Toilet Preperations, etc., etc.

.

Office next to Land Office.

Tucumcari, New Mexico.

County OmcsRs
J. F. Ward.
Kobate Cl?rk D. J. Finegan.
Treasurti Lee G. Pearson.
irbate Judfe J. D. Cutlip.
AaMAsat J. L. Btiacoe.

JESSE T, WHITE

Sheriff

U. S. Commissioner.

San Joa
Mr.

The W. O. W, meets each second and fourth Saturday. Visitng
sovejigns welcomed.
J. A. Atkins, C. C
C.

First District W. B. Rector-SecoDistrict Fred Walther.
Third District T. C. Collins.

,

New Mexico.

Commissioners

L. Owen, Clerk.

PHYSICIANS HOSPITAL
private
Herring Hutldintr

Justice of Peace.

TUCUMCARI,

Constable.

NEW MEX.

Al
at cases regical and m
Donoboo.
P.
R.
Register
ceived, except contagious diseases.
Keceiver Felipe Sanchez y Baca.
Competent nurses in attendance
'
"
day and night.
REVUELTO HAPPENINGS. Dr. B.F. Herri r. A. D. Catterson
130
99
Residence Phone
Rev. J. P. Masterson and fami100
the
HOSPITAL
PHONE
at
'.dinner
ly took Sunday
Flemiater home Sunday.
T & M TIME TABLE.
MisseaFaye and Bern ice lenk-jn- s
visited Sunday at the L. A.
No. 41, Passenger West 7:20 km
Shiplet home.
and
family No. 42. Passenger East 5:15 a.m.
Richard Thrasher
Daimt excf.ku Sunday.
attended church at Anniston, SunNo.
Local Frt. West 9:10 p.m.
91,
day.
Local Frt. East 8:50 a.m.
N.
93,
Mr. Virgil Vernon is working
O.R.
DENTON, Agent.
for D. E. Jenkins this week.
Miss Faye Jenkins spent Wed
METHODIST CHURCH
nesday of last week with Nora
njr-D-

FALL.

lore Compietethan ever this

We solicit your Patronage and
guarantee the "best goods tor the
lowest prices.

i

nd

R. C. Mundell,
L. C Martin,

Sff.N

p

J, T. White, inure and manager.
Fohbman
A. F. White

superintendent of" Schools
E. Pack.
Surveyor W. L. Traylor.

RW MISXICO.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Dr. W. LEMINO.
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display in a few days.

Our New Premiums will be on

i
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SAN JON MERCANTILE COMPANY
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Abbott
Chester
Logan
a

him

Mr. T. M. Abbott and family
"called at the Carden home Tuesday evening.
Mr. Arden Jenkins returned
home Sunday from Kansas, where
he has been working the past eight
months.
Master Clarence J'enkins spent
Sunday with Rollie Cannon.
The ice cream social given at
tbe Goodrum home Saturday night
in honor of his brother, R. Q.
and wife who are bene visiting,
was well attended and all report a
jolly good time and plenty of ice
cream and c ake.
rtttrrha cr!
.1.
and will
farm
Morton
the .Rev,
make this their home in the- near
Af
4

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

015432

r!Ai(4.unv
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Viae

-

future.
"Red Rose""
BRAKES NOTES.
Mr, Newson went to Tucumcari
Tuesday to meet bis four daughters who are returning from Oklahoma.
Mr. French was in Norton and
s
attended the dance at Ray
Tuesday night.
One more homesteader over
but we failed to learn
Bortjh-webis name.'
Feed cutting has commenced in
some parts.
Mr. f. C. Cron'm, wife and
daiK-t'elar;ed last week for Ar
fcaasss where h will iisproye his

-

Jtathx

f

only

tyfa

4

4,

8W1-4SEI--

1915.

Claimant names as witnesses:
J. L, Ilarless, John V. Carter, L. J.
Hilton, joe Champion all of San Jon,
New Mexico,

P. Donohoo. Register.
NOTICE tOR PUBLICATION
.

013873'

01521!)

01512K

Land
Department of the interior U. S Department of tho Interior, U. S.
Ofllea at Tucumcari, New Mexico
Land Office at Tueunicarl, N. M.
September, 15 i915.
September 15, 1915.
is
Notice
heredy given that John
Notice Is hereby given that Jim
of Bard, New Mexico,
T.
Ncwhard,
B. Gates,, of Bard,
m., who, on
on ,Oct. 22, 1910, madeOrlg. Ud.
who,
18.
Home
1312,"
Additional
made
April
stead Entry No. 015219. Tor North-westt- f Entry, no. 013873 for SKi. andon
No.
Sec. 7, Township 11 N liange March 13, J912,inacleAdd'llfd.E.,
01512U for the SWt Section 17, Townfiled
no
M.
N.
has
P.
Meridian,
35E,
tice of intention to make final Three ship UN, Ringe 35E.N.M.P! Meridian,
filed notice of intention to make
YearProof, to establish claim to the lias
land above described, before Jesse final three year Proof, to establish
beT. White, U. S, Commissioner, at claim to the laud abova described,
S. CommisT.
Jesse
fore
White,
2nd
on
the
New
San Jon,
Mexico,
sioner, at San Jon, New Mexico, on
day of November, 1I3.
1915,
the,2fitltdayorOJtober,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witness:
Lee Jackson, Ctoid D. Wright, of
Porter, N. M. Richard L. Bengo of Thomas Home, Fred Hawkiiit, Loth
San Jon, N. M1. and Bam D; Roberts, of Hard, N. M., Mark Oaar. C'lui le;
of Bwd, r. M.
Welden, of San Jon, New Mexico.
II. P. Donohoo, Register.
R.
P. Donohoo, Register
,
NOTICS FOR PUBLICATION

v

t.

v
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
015547

Department of the Interior U. S

Department of the Interior, United Land Office at Tucumcari, N. M
States Land Office at Tucum?arl, Beotember, 13, 1915.
New Mexico, September 14, J915.
Notice Is hereby given that Julius
Notice is hereby given tltat Homer C. Trickey, of Grady, N. M who, on
T. Jordan, of San Jon,N.Mexic, who,
August 22, 1912, made Homestead
on Feb. ti, 1012, made Enlarged Homeand
Entry, No. 015432, for SSEl-stead Entry No 015054 for NJNE1-4- ,
NJ4SE1-4- ,
Section, 23. TffwnSbip 7N.
and NW1-4- , Section 14, Range 34E, N. M. P, Meridian, has
11
Section
and
tiled notice of intention to make final
'
North,
Uuige 33tf. three year Proof, to establish claim1.
Township
N. M. I'.Meilrtiaii, has filed notice to the land above described, before
of intention to make1 tinal three year Jes.se T. White, U. S. Commissioner.
Proof, to establish claim to the land at San Jon n. m. on tho d'Jth day or
above described, before J esse T.White
October, 1915.
U. S', Commissioner at San Jon, Now
Claimant names as witnesses:
MexSio on the luth day of October, Robert N.
Lybrand, William T. Stan- -

PUBLICATION

Depurtmeat of the Interior, U. S.
Land office at Tucumcari, N. M,
September 14, 1915.
Notice is hereby given that Talitha
J. Moss of rady, New Mexico, who
st,
on September, 20 1912, made Enlarged
Homestead Entry No. 015547 for
SEl-- 4
SWl-- 4 Section
17, and' the
Section 18, Township 7N, Range
34E, X. M. P. Meridian has tiled
notice of intention to make final
-r
three year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, be
fore J. C. Trickey, IT. S. Commissiontans.
er at Grady, New Mexico, on ths
Mr, nd Mrs. MeCrary are the 22nd day of October, 1915.
Claimant names as witnesses:
proud parents of a fire baby girl
Fred Wlllhoit, Robert N. Lybrsmd,
. born the 6tb.
John F. Smlthson, WliliamT. Stan
Subscribe for the Sentinel Now Held all of Grady, New Mexico.
fnnv nnnnlar
Mtt
magazines
JJ. P. Donohoo, &g!Si&r.
.
MM
"
Ley-ken-

.

15.

NCTICE-FO-

I

!

015054

Ardea Jenkins aid Nora
took Sunday dinner at the
Rodger home.
Garrett Jenkins went to
Saturday and purchased
new saddle.

1

Dealers in Everything.

DIRECTORY

Preaching on the First and
Third Sunday, morning and evening, by the pastor.
In connection with the morning
service on the First Sundays will
be the Communion of the Lord's
Supper and a collection for the
poor.
Ou the Third Sunday at either
service you will place in the small
envelope what offering you are
making monthly for the pastor's
salary.
Prayer meeting each Wednesday night.
Sunday School every S.unday
morning at Ten Oclock.
Z. T. McDanielj.Supt.

-

C. L. Owen, Mgr.

Abbott
Miss Dorothy Rotramble spent
Sunday with Lola Rodgers.
Miss Minnie Richardson who
has been visiting her parents leit
last Wednesday for her home in
Coffeeville, Kansas.
' Mr. D. E. Jenkins and wife,

m

017017

Hiiplli

field. John F. Smlthson, and Clyde
L. Stanfleld all of Grady. N. M.
R. P. Donohoo, Reglsfer, I

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
I
I
0143W
i
Department of tho Intcricr V. S. Land
jay
Oflice at Tucumcari, New Mexico
or mere
September 15, 1915

September 14, 1013.
Notice Is hereby given that James
A. LocLlear, of Puerto, New Mexico,
who, on August 12, 1008, made Orlg'l
Hd. Entry, No. 0961, for
Sec. 14, and Etf NWi, andNWiNEl-- 4
Sec. 23,and on Kebruary 17, 1915, made
Add'l.IIomestead Entry No. 017917 for
Sec. 24,and tho El-the
NE1-- 1
Section 23, all in Township
8N, Rango 32E, N. M. P. Merid
lan, has filed notice of Intention
to make Final five year Proof, to
titabllim claim to the land above described, before J. C. Trickey, U.S.
Commissioner, ut Grady, ew Mex.
on the 26th day of October, 1915.
Claimant names as witnesses:
V. I. Morford, Fred Walther, Jack
Brocharo, and Frank
oad, all oi
Puerto, J'. U.
4,
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September 10, 1915.
Notice is hereby tlven that Gar
rett Jenkins, for the heirs of Veil
Jenkins, deceased, of Revuclto, Now
Mexico, who, on February X. 1 11 .
made Additional Homestead Entry,
NVV1-J- ,
No. 0i:i209 for NVVMSW1-4- ,
and NWiNEI-4- , Section 7, Township
UN. RaiiKe34E. N. M. 1. Meridian, has
filed notice of Intention to make final
threeyear Proof, to establikh claim
to the land abovo dcserlhod. before
Jesse T.. White, U. S. Conimlsilori'ir
at San Jon. N. M. on ttie iitii day of
October, 1815.
Claimant names as witnews'
Lee Shiplet, of Anniston, N. M.,
Thomas M. Abbott and Thomax L.
Carden. of Ravuiiitu
t
.,,i
.
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01559G
IT,

s

lil-e- d

September

15, 1915.

Notice Is hereby jrl van that Jessio
A. Whittle, or
Porter, New Mel'
ico, who, on October 7, 1912. nisde
Enlarged Hd. Entry No. 01."M foi'
SWiSec'JO.and Nwl-4- . Section 31,
Township 12N, Range 35E, N. M. Pi
Meridian, lias filed notice of Intention to make final three year Proof,
to establish claim to the land adot
described, before Jehsn T. White. U.
S. Commissioner, at San Jon, Se
Mexico, on the 1st day of November
1q15,

Claimant names as witnesses:
J. A. Davis, Jim J. Sanderson, an
M..
Philip Koenekc, of J'ortor, N.
M
San
ind Kichard I.. Reufje, of
N'.

M.

Kead ovrr

cari'illy your Final
Vt'j'J .'.o!i';;i, p'i!j!i:.,i d in this

ltl

of the Ititoriw U. H.
Office at Tucumcari, New Mexico

Dcpnrtment

M.

August 4, 1:)15.
Notice Is hereby irivcnthat Dallas
M. Johnson of Gra-ly- ,
Now Mexico,
who, on Aujfust 2s, 1905. made Homestead Entry, no. fir"i'f. for NWl-l- ,
'
...
,.r t .
oi
aecuorj
My
ii',
Tnwns.'iip
Ilario:i5E, N. M. p. Meridian, has
notice of int wiiiwi to make dual
five y(;ar prof, t.o i.stablisli cialin
to the Lud abovo- i!v;rlrjel, ln 'iico
J. i. Trickey,!;. S Commissioner,
at Grady, yj;w Merliv.,
t li
iri t,
'lay of S.optr:iUr y.iir,.
Claimant namejas '.ritnosses!
John Ft Jturnotl, f.ioyd M. llonr y,
Columbus C. Ha.'hrooks, and J. J.
Mc.T ail of
Cameron, New Moxluo.
11, P.
Do;if,f)o( n(ri,t(.r,

2'..
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Save $150.03

Claimant) name as witnesses;
Lee Shiplet, of Anniston, N. M., 1 Vnn
Tlioiuas M. Abbott and Thomas L. ,
Garden, of Rtvuclto, N. M., and Jere- - f
miah D. liicliardiion, of sun Jon, New

NOTICE

tdvsi if.
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..,

1915.

Department or the Interior, United Department oi the Interior U.
States Land Office, at Tucumcari, N. Land Olllco at Tucumoarl. N.
M.

iTtiri'''
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i.,r :

!

Notice is hereby given that Garrett
Jenkins, for the heirs of Maggie A
Jenkins, deceased, of Rcvuclti, N.
M.. who, on April 7, 1911, made Original Homestead Entry, No. 014308, for
Section 12.
StfNEl-- 4 and NjSSEl-4- ,
33E.
N. M. P.
UN.
Range
Township
Meridian, has filed notice of Inten
tion to make final three year proof,
to establish claim to tho land above
described, before Jesse T. White, U.
S. Commissioner, at San Jon, New
Mexico, on the 25th day of October,

fs
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